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1 Introduction 

Nowadays the main airports throughout the world are suffering because their ca-
pacity are getting close to saturation due to the air traffic which is still increasing 
besides the economic crisis and oil prices[14]. In addition, the forecasts predict an 
increase in air traffic of at least 3.6% until 2020 [1]. Furthermore in the case of Euro-
pean Airports, it has been reported by different analysts that around 60 European 
airports are at the edge of congestion. The latter statement is based on the declared 
capacity of the airports which most of the time calculate their number based on the 
technical characteristics present in airports. These levels of saturation will be per-
ceived in the coming years as problems in different functional areas at the airport 
itself. At the airside more and more aircrafts will be put in holding trajectories, delays 
incurred due to lack of gates after landings, congestions in the terminals and in gen-
eral queues everywhere at different levels.  

Traditionally capacity problems have been seen and addressed from the technical 
stand point. Assuming that the operations within an airport are a mixture of parallel 
and sequential operations the practical capacity can be defined in terms on the most 
restricted element of the airport [4].  Depending of the airport system under study, the 
restricting element or bottleneck can change and will direct in most of the time the 
actions to be taken in order to cope with the current demand (traffic). If the airport is 
not able to handle in the proper way the passengers then an expansion of the terminal 
will be planned; on the other hand if the schedule flights incur in more delays that a 
particular threshold then it would suggest that the problem is on the capacity of the 
runway system, thus a new runway could be the solution for the capacity constraint 
and so on. Adding a new runway is a long lasting process; therefore various studies 
indicate that in the end the technical runway capacity (defined in number of hourly 
movements) is the limiting factor for airport capacity [16, 17] .  Other studies indicate 
that airport capacity is a more complex matter that involves various different factors. 
Suau-Sanchez et al. [18] mention that the total airport capacity is the aggregate of 
infrastructure capacity, air space capacity and environmental capacity. Wei et al. [19] 
argue that congested hub capacity will have up- and downstream effects on spoke 



capacity as well. These studies show that there is no single definition of airport capac-
ity and that various factors play a role. 

 Defining airport capacity by maximum hourly runway movements does not cover 
all the limiting elements.  Other factors that also play a role in the capacity must be 
taken into account such as societal restrictions and airline business models on hub and 
spokes. These restrictions are sometimes subjective but it does not mean that must be 
neglected under a decision-making process. Elements like noise, emissions but also 
limited runway slots all influence the possible solutions to deal with  constraint air-
ports on how to allocate airport capacity amongst airport users or what measures will 
add capacity to the airport on the long run.  
In order to better understand the elements that influence the airport capacity and study 
the possible solutions on how to deal with constraints airports an extended airport 
capacity definition is needed. In the following sections the different factors that must 
be taken into account are presented and discussed, and an extended definition of ca-
pacity is addressed. 

2 The Capacity Equation 

As it has been mentioned before, the capacity has been traditionally defined based 
on the technical elements that allow the flow of entities within the airports such as 
time slots, runways, facilities to handle the incoming traffic and passengers. This 
paradigm of analyzing the system is the correct one under the assumption that the 
system depends on these solely factors and on the interrelationships among them. 
However it is important to keep in mind that airports have different roles and func-
tions. The main function of an airport is not only to transport people and goods (or to 
connect air- and land transportation); nowadays the functions of the airport have 
evolved to more complex airport cities. They can have a strategic role for the devel-
opment of regions; they provide connection at regional and at global level that in turn 
impact the development of society. The allocation of airport capacity amongst airlines 
is important for the role and contribution of the airport for the region. In some studies 
this is referred to as the bringing airport demand management measures in the alloca-
tion of scarce airport slots [20]. In addition to these functions, there is a close interac-
tion between the airline business model (i.e. how to operate the hub and spoke model) 
and the use of airport capacity in the hub-and-spoke system [0]. 

Besides the economic roles the aviation is playing within a region, it has been per-
ceived that in developed countries people are actively involved in the operation of 
airports (directly or indirectly). Society not only appreciate airport benefits, but can 
also be annoyed by airport hinders (noise, emission, etc.); thus society in turn can 
have a preponderant role in the operation limits of an airport. This role can be more or 
less important depending on the development of the country and the society itself. 
Noise is not a technical issue but requires a societal response and community partici-
pation to handle. If this isn’t done properly society can have a large influence on lim-
iting the airports capacity. Suau-Sanchez et al. [18] define therefore environmental 



capacity as: ’the level of airport operational ability that can be reached after airport 
activity is limited due to socio-environmental factors.’.  

The extended role of the airport in case of constraint capacity requires not only the 
efficient use of the existing capacity by the current users. The society demands an 
optimal balance of the airport added value for the region and the hinder caused by the 
airport operations.  Any unbalance will in future further hamper the development of 
airport capacity.  
The purpose of this article is come up with a new (or extended) equation of airport 
capacity that includes the various elements that together define the airport capacity. 
Each of these elements can have a different set of variables to define the impact on 
the airport capacity and to manage the possible solutions to extend the capacity in 
future.  

2.1 Parameters of the equation 

The different elements of the capacity equation (1) must be discussed in order to 
understand the role they play in the system. 

CAPACITY:  F(Business Model , infrastructure, airspace, societal conditions) (1) 

 
Business model. The business model determines how the airlines serve the different 
markets of interest. Traditionally the business model has influenced the operation of 
airports in different regions of the world basically through the development of their 
networks [1]. The airports adapt their operation and facilities in accordance with the 
business model of the airlines that are the direct client of the airports. In some airports 
the operations are strongly influenced by the legacy carrier within the region of the 
airport which is the leader in the local market. Thus the airport operation is directly 
influenced by the relationships between the most influential actors and the airport 
itself. 

Infrastructure.  Infrastructure is the most known and studied of the parameters that 
choke capacity in airports. As it has been discussed, the scientific community pays a 
lot of attention in ways of managing in a more efficient way the resources at hand in 
order to cope with the traffic demand [2,3,4,5,11,16,17,20]. Technical capacity put 
restrictions in the available facilities but on the other hand capacity restrictions can be 
the driver for developing novel techniques that force the evolution of the industry e.g. 
optimization techniques, more efficient engines etc. 

Airspace. The airspace is the region (3D) in the air in which the airplanes are flown. 
This space is basically controlled by humans with the support of technology such as 
radars, GPS, satellites. Since the activity of monitoring and controlling the flying 
entities is performed by humans, there are inherent risks and limits to the control op-
erations. Due to the increase in traffic the international community is looking for in-
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Schiphol is a large airport with 5 runways and huge terminal facilities. In terms of 
operations it has a good performance as it suggests their numbers in punctuality 
(measured as 15 min. tolerance). In the case of arrivals it went from 86.1% to 87.6% 
in punctuality and for departures it went from 81.2% to 81.9% both evaluated from 
2012 to 2013 [8]; this numbers are astounding since during 2013 the traffic increased 
and one would expect that the delays would increase as well if it were the case of a 
congested airport.  

Airspace.  
The airspace indeed chokes capacity but in the case of Schiphol TMA has been 

improved as the delay figures suggest [8].Besides that one of the main objectives of 
the SESAR is to increase airspace capacity through the so-called 4D trajectories [10]. 

Societal Conditions.  
Netherlands is developed country in which the function of the airport is taken for 

granted and the region counts on the airport as another transport mode as efficient as 
the train or car. The efficiency of this transport mode must be achieved under a regu-
lated environment. The airport must ensure not only the technical rules inherent to 
these kinds of systems such as (separation rules, crosswind rules, etc) but also new 
restrictions imposed by the society. In the case of Schiphol these relationship with 
society is materialized in the Alders Platform which is “a consultative body in which 
the government, the aviation sector, local authorities and residents make agreements 
aimed at ensuring the aviation activities at Schiphol and the quality of life in the re-
gion remain in equilibrium”[9]. These Alders platform has the objective to put into 
play the interest of society when decisions concerned to the airport facility are being 
evaluated. During 2013 the Alders agreement influenced strongly the operation of the 
airport in such a way that the airport needed to adapt itself in order to avoid exceeding 
the noise limits in the vicinity of the airport measured with the noise enforcement 
points. This is just a small example of how society is acquiring more impact in the 
operation of such a facility and must be taken into account for the evaluation of ca-
pacity. 

3 Conclusions 

Due to the increase in traffic worldwide, focus has been put in the capacity of air-
ports throughout the world; in particular, in the case of Europe and the developed 
countries some factors have come into scene. These factors have been discussed in the 
paper and the case of Schiphol is presented to illustrate that there are different factors 
(some old but other new) that affect the actual capacity of a facility. The numbers 
presented contradict the expected performance when the traffic is increased thus sug-
gesting that capacity is constrained by a different factors than the technical ones. The 
challenge for the scientific community is to investigate the different factors that influ-
ence nowadays modern aviation if good decisions are being taken for facing the future 
demand. 
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